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Editor’s Comments

Gill England
Editor’s Comments

Welcome to the January 2021 edition of the Hampshire Sky.
Last year has been a very strange year because of the pandemic, this has led to
the Observatory being closed to many members for most of the year, although we
were able to attend talks via Zoom thanks to Lindy Bryant and Carol Bryan, and
we will continue to have Zoom talks until such time we can safely meet up again.
We also lost a well respected and valued member of the Group, Robin Gorman,
who introduced me to astronomy through his classes held at the Observatory, he
will be missed by all those who knew him.
Steve Broadbent explains how he set up the automatic rotation for the 24” dome.
I have seen this in action and was amazed at how brilliantly this worked.

Carol Bryan continues her Alphabet of Astronomers, all of whom have been very
interesting people, and I look forward to the next person whose name will begin
with the letter M.
Most people will be familiar with the painter Vincent Van Gogh, and his painting
‘The Starry Night’, but I wonder how many people know about the history of Van
Gogh and this painting? Geoff Burt explains all.
Over the past few years there have been several astronomy projects that the
amateur astronomer could participate in. Steve Futcher tells us about the
ExoClock project and Tim Nelson about the HOYS project. After reading these
articles, you may also like to get involved.
How to navigate
around the eZine

Steve Bosley reports on what has been happening with regards to meteors
captured with the meteor cameras. This is something anyone can do with the
right equipment.

The best way to jump
between pages is using
the “Bookmarks” feature
built into Adobe Reader.

We have some wonderful images from members of the public and the Hampshire
Astronomical Group. If you would like to see yours in the next edition of the
Hampshire Sky, then please send them to the ezine team, we look forward to
seeing them.

If you can’t see the
bookmarks panel on the
left of this page, you
should be able to see
some tabs at the very
left of the screen. The
one at the top will say
“Bookmarks” - click it
and you’ll see the list of
bookmarked pages.

Gill England
Editor

We welcome all your
comments about how
you find the eZine. If
there’s an aspect of the
newsletter that you feel
could be improved, or
you have some ideas,
pass your comments on
to one of the team.
eZine Team

We’re always looking for articles to include in

Hampshire Sky.

Remember, it’s YOUR eZine!
If you would like something included, send it to:

gill.england@hantsastro.org.uk
or pass it to one of the Hampshire Sky team.

We would love you to send something to us to be included in your
Newsletter.
We can accept pictures and drawings on paper as well as computerbased formats such as CD, DVD, memory stick, email. We can even take
images from old 35mm slides!
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Graham Bryant

President’s Piece
Living through history
As I write this, the government have announced further restrictions on our
liberty in an attempt to curb the growing second/third wave of the
pandemic. Although there is, we hope, some light at the end of the tunnel
with the development and roll out of the vaccine, it is, I think, fair to say that
2020 will be a year not easily forgotten. I know there are members who
have sadly lost family and friends to this awful disease and naturally all our
thoughts are with them. I am not aware of any member who has
succumbed to this disease. Although of course we did see this year the
sad passing of Robin, one of the fathers of the Group.
Consequently, the observatory has been strangely quiet over recent
months and although we saw at the easing of the first lockdown, some
activity at the observatory, it has however, not returned to being its usual
busy vibrant place.

Some limited observing had taken place and there has been the usual maintenance of the facilities,
the astronomy course had resumed, albeit in a significantly curtailed format in order to conform with
being a ‘Covid Secure’ facility. So, there have been some stirrings of normality, but it has once again
faltered in response to the growing incidence of the new variant Coronavirus.
Looking at the profile of our membership, many would fall into the vulnerable category and so it has
been important for the Group to ensure that there have been robust measures in place to ensure the
safety of all members in respect to astronomical activities sponsored by the Group, which had at times
meant the observatory had been out of bounds to members. I know this has been frustrating for some
members, but as with previous global pandemics, we know this situation will not last forever. Sadly for
us all the observatory is now in a Tier 4 area and cannot be used.
I can only hope that our collective fortunes will be better in 2021 than it has been this last year. I hope
to be able to see you at the observatory and at monthly meetings in the not-too-distant future.

Take care all of you, science will prevail.
Graham Bryant
President

Astronomy Organisations
British Astronomical Association
The voice of Amateur Astronomy in the UK.
https://britastro.org/
SAGAS
The South Area Group of Astronomical Societies
https://www.sagasonline.org/
FAS
Federation of Astronomical Societies
http://fedastro.org.uk/fas/
SPA
The Society of Popular Astronomy
https://www.popastro.com/main_spa1/
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Robin Gorman 1940-2020
-

In October of 2020, the Hampshire Astronomical Group saw the passing of
Robin Gorman. A loss which many members who knew him well, will feel
deeply.
In writing this obituary for Robin I considered using descriptive terms
like….. ‘stalwart’, …….‘a father of the Group’, …‘a significant figure’,….. the
driving force’ to name but only a few; but on reflection I felt that none of
those phrases could really do justice to what Robin had truly represented to
the Group and its members past and some present.
It is relatively easy to reel off facts about his time with the Group; Robin
joining the Group in the very early 1960s, then the committee in 1965,
elected Chairman in 1971, elected President and Life Member in 1983,
retiring as President in 2003 and remaining active on the committee until
2016. These facts alone would mark any person as a significant contributor
to the Group’s affairs and history, but Robin was so much more to us than that.
I have said many times in my previous Chairman’s Reports and more recently
in President’s Reports that the Hampshire Astronomical Group, along with its
observatory, is in my opinion, one of the finest amateur astronomical
organisations in the UK. The fact that we are where we are, is no accident.
We did not slowly and organically grow into being what we are today, it
required vision, energy, hard work, vigour, enthusiasm and drive. Along with
some others, Robin had these qualities in spades and he constantly focussed
them all towards the Group and for the benefit of the Group.
Any look at the Group’s photographic archive will show Robin always in the
thick of it. When the Group looked like faltering early on when building the
Crookhorn Observatory, Robin with a very few others pushed on and built that
observatory. In the building of the subsequent two observatories Robin was
there visioning and shaping the future for the Group.
He had a skill at encouraging others to join with him on these journeys. These were not just short quick
-fire improvements, sometimes the schemes were massive and not seen before by the likes of
‘amateur’ astronomers and astronomical societies; lesser people might be daunted by the schemes:
but not Robin.
Who would have considered that we operate two observatory sites during the 1970s and 1980s but
Robin; clearly he an eye to a future of consolidating all activities at Clanfield. Finally building not a
regular ‘average’ sized large amateur telescope but a massive telescope – the 20 inch.

Robin had contacts and used them constantly; an example is when the 5 inch telescope was brought
to the observatory and we needed a dome for that telescope. Contacts with the Royal Navy, the
Greenwich Observatory Herstmonceaux and the next thing you know we have a 22 foot Cook dome.
Then the need for a club room was mooted – you’ve guessed it… by Robin, and the Group was
galvanised on fundraising and building. From decision to completion of the main build was complete in
just 4 years.
Robin was at heart a telescope maker; he helped many members build their own telescope and grind
their own optics. He directed those skills for the benefit of the Group and the major telescope upgrades
where often suggested by Robin and he would roll his sleeves up and get stuck into the design and
build, even on one occasion building a rotating oven required to melt the glass and spin it whilst the
glass annealed. I do not know of any other person in the UK who attempted this.
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Ever gregarious Robin made contacts and relationships with many
outside organisations such as Queen Elizabeth Country Park, local
colleges and the starting of an astronomy course (which is still running)
and Portsmouth University, a relationship which has grown stronger
over the years. The relationship was recognized by the University in
them awarding Robin with an Honorary Doctorate in 2006, of which he
was immensely proud.
Robin made contributions far wider than the sphere of the Group; he
was one of the original members of a group of astronomers who
considered the UK should celebrate a national week of astronomy. This
idea began in 1979 and since then several UK National Astronomy
Weeks (NAW) have taken place, often to celebrate some historical or
topical astronomical event.
It was said by those who sit on the NAW committee that Robin was
always thinking ahead of what the next NAW should celebrate. We
celebrated the last NAW with the close approach of Mars in November,
sadly one which Robin did not fully see through.
It was clear that Robin’s health began to suffer in recent years, this was
evident to those who knew him well; fading was that spark and his
raucous laugher which were the hallmark of Robin. His decline
accelerated in this last year and he spent the last few months in
hospital and a local care home where he passed away peacefully in
November in his 81st year.
So, when you next visit the observatory, consider that we are on that site because of Robin’s work at
identifying and negotiating our tenancy; the 5inch, 7 inch and 24 inch domes and telescopes, the
clubroom and workshop are there because of Robin’s vision, drive and connections.
It may be a long time before we see the likes of someone like Robin, perhaps we never shall but as I
reflect on the past, Robin was always there with an eye to the future, a hand on the tiller and foot on the
spade.

We shall remain in regular contact with his widow Celia and his sons who have said they wish to be
kept informed about the activities of the Group.
May you rest in peace my friend, your legacy lives on.
Graham Bryant: President, Hampshire Astronomical Group

Hampshire Astronomical Group Public Lectures
Friday 8th January 2021 - 200@70 - The Story of the Hale Telescope on Mount Palomar
Zoom talk by Dr Steve Barrett.
Friday, 12th February 2021 - Meteorite: The Stones from Outer Space that Made our World.
Zoom Talk by Dr Tim Gregory.
Friday, 12th March 2021 - The Dangers of Forecasting the Solar Cycle.
Zoom talk by Dr Keith Strong.

More details on the talks can be found here: https://hantsastro.org.uk/publictalks/index.php

Due to Covid restrictions, these talks will be held via Zoom - if you want to attend,
please email lindy.bryant@hantsastro.org.uk for your ZOOM link and "doors" will
open at 7.30pm for a 7.45pm start.
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Tributes to Robin Gorman

Members Tributes

John Hicks’ Tribute
I first met Robin when he came to the Group at Crookhorn at the end of
1962, or beginning of 1963.
He was quiet, but he was noting the activities.
In time, he became the organiser of work sessions, and was persuasive in
a gentle manner which made it difficult to refuse.
He was usually at the forefront of HAG activities for most of the time he was
with us.

We usually knew when Robin was around because of his infectious laugh.
A friend who will be greatly missed.

John Hicks.

A Tribute to Robin by Richard Judd
Those of us that knew Robin well knew that
he was never backward in coming forward
with his intentions. Always forthright and
driven with a passion for the Group’s best
interest, when on a trip to Highbury College
in 1987 to a group monthly talk with Robin
in the car, he came straight out and said
“Richard, I have put your name forward to
the AGM to be our next Chairman”; I wasn’t
even on the committee at that time! I was
duly elected and spent the next 15 years in
post with Robin’s full support as President.
Robin, with his infectious enthusiasm,
ignited my interest in amateur astronomy
and subsequently my lifelong involvement
with the Hampshire Astronomical Group, I
will miss him as a true friend, a confidant
and as an inspiration.
I can honestly say that the Group would not
be in the cherished position it is in today had it not been for Robin’s commitment and enthusiasm.
Indeed, we owe him a great debt of gratitude.

Richard
Richard Judd FRAS
Former President & Chairman - Hampshire Astronomical Group – Clanfield Observatory
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Geoff Burt – Memories of Robin Gorman

Robin with Sir Patrick Moore in 2008 Photo: Geoff Burt
Above all, I shall always remember Robin as my astronomical mentor, right from joining his evening
class for beginners at Clanfield observatory back in 2003. That year saw the closest opposition of Mars
in recorded history and, as I write this in November 2020, it has returned to opposition as the focus of
the latest UK National Astronomy Week (NAW), originally founded some 40 years ago by Robin.
In 2008, Robin invited me to join the National Astronomy Week steering committee, which meets in the
Royal Astronomical Society headquarters at Burlington House in central London. On committee days,
Robin and I would catch a train from Petersfield station up to town and during the journeys Robin was
always brimming with upbeat thoughts, ideas, suggestions and endless enthusiasm for NAW plans.
The 2009 NAW celebrated the Moon observations of Jacobean pioneer astronomer Thomas Harriot.
The previous year, following a preliminary committee meeting, Robin invited me to produce a
commemorative Moon map based on Harriot’s extant observational drawings. Soon after, Robin and I
visited Sir Patrick Moore at his home in Selsey to discuss NAW and present him with a copy of the
map, as shown in the treasured photo above.
Robin was a gentleman, communicator, motivator and astronomer par excellence. His passing has left
a void in amateur astronomy, but his dynamic influence has left us with a tremendous and enduring
legacy in the form of NAW and Clanfield observatory.

Next Issue of the Hampshire Sky
1st May 2021
Articles and images need to be submitted by
1st April 2021
To be Included in the next Issue

ezine@hantsastro.org.uk
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Building the 24” Automatic Dome Control
Many years ago, when I trained on the 7” telescope, I was impressed that
the dome could be set to move periodically to allow the telescope to be used
for long term photography without having to worry about the subject
disappearing from view. When the new 24 was installed I started thinking
about the same sort of system for its dome.
My initial approach was the same, periodically turn on the dome motor to try
and keep synchronisation with the telescope slew. The problem is that the
dome rotation rate needed is dependent on the altitude and azimuth of the
object being tracked, maximum movement being required for objects due
south and zero movement for objects at the pole. It is worse than that,
tracking objects in the south requires the dome to move clockwise, but
objects below the north celestial pole require anti-clockwise dome rotation
for tracking.

My first attempt was a Raspberry Pi based system controlling relays to turn
the dome motor on and off. It was programmed in Python and you could change the rate of dome
rotation by changing a setup file. This required a keyboard and screen to login to the Linux based
operating system to make any changes – not particularly convenient.
The second version was a Windows based program, written in Visual Basic, which could be run on the
laptop in the dome but otherwise operated in the same way. This program is still available on the laptop
as a backup to the final version.
I really wanted a fully automatic version that would follow any telescope movement, but this would
require knowledge of where the telescope was pointing. One idea considered was to track a mark on
the inside of the dome, maybe the dot of a laser pointer attached to the telescope, using a camera with
motion detection software to track the dot. The dot would move up and down as the telescope altitude
changed during tracking or slewing and this idea was eventually rejected as too complicated. What was
needed was a way of detecting either the altitude and azimuth of the telescope or the RA and Dec of the
observed object, from which the altitude and azimuth of the telescope could be calculated. The azimuth
of the centre of the dome shutter at any time would also need to be known.
The idea of using an optical sensor, to detect the
dome drive gear teeth moving past, provided a partial
solution to measuring the position of the dome, as
long as a starting point was known. There are 280
teeth (and thus 280 gaps between them) around the
dome so detecting whether the sensor saw a tooth or
a gap would provide a positional accuracy of 360/560
= 0.625 degrees. Two sensors were built using infrared LEDs and photosensitive transistors, one to
detect the dome drive teeth and the other to detect if
the dome was in the “home” position. Software could
then be used to monitor the absolute azimuth of the
dome shutter by counting the teeth which had passed
the sensor from the known home position.
That solved the problem of knowing where the shutter
was, but I still needed to know where the telescope
was pointing. When the telescope position was
calibrated on a known target, both the mount
controller and Cartes du Ciel (CdC), the software that drives the mount controller, knew where it was
pointing. However, I did not know if it was possible to write a program to talk directly to either while they
were talking to each other or, if I could, whether it would disrupt the control system.
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CdC displays the RA and Dec of the telescope direction in text boxes on the screen which I shall call
“Control Boxes”. After some investigation I found a way of enabling one computer program to read
what was in a Control Box of another running program.
Eureka! – I could get the RA and Dec of the point the telescope was pointing at (provided it was
calibrated) from the CdC screen. I could now calculate the azimuth of the telescope direction. The
calculations are a bit complicated but easy to program.
The next problem is that the telescope is not in the centre of the dome and worse still its optical axis
moves around in the dome in all three dimensions as the telescope moves, due to the way an
equatorial mount works. A considerable amount of geometry is needed to find out what the shutter
azimuth should be so that the telescope is lined up with it. Fortunately, I found an article (ref at end) on
the internet which had equations which I could modify for our setup. I could now do all the mathematics
needed but this left the timing and human interface to be considered.
One worry was that the laptop might not be able to perform all the processes required to control all the
equipment connected to it. On a typical observing run the laptop has to control:
1. The mount controller using CdC which is updating the star chart and the position information in
real time.
2. The focuser – not all the time but as needed while the scope is tracking.
3. The main camera – timing the exposure and downloading images.
4. A secondary guide camera – through PhD, constantly accessing the camera and correcting the
tracking to stop image drift.
5. Any other software the user is running – Stellarium, Aladin, Browser … ?
On top of this overhead the dome control program was going to have to monitor telescope position from
CdC continuously while tracking or slewing, and activate the dome motor if the dome needed to move.
While doing this, when the program turns on the dome motor the program also has to monitor the gear
tooth sensor, counting the drive teeth going past to know where the dome is in order to stop it in the
correct position. During tracking or slewing it also has to check for user intervention via the keyboard or
mouse in case the observer wants movement to stop.
I checked how fast the program could check the sensors while at the same time monitoring for user
commands and found that it could detect sensor changes about 30 times per second, more than fast
enough for accurate control.
The program, called AutoTrack, has gradually evolved and includes commands to park the dome and
the telescope on completion of an observing session and also has built in safeguards against excess
dome rotation due to tracking too long or sensor failure.

AutoTrack Windows screen. Left - on start, Right – while tracking
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The hardware that detects sensor signals and controls the dome motor consists of a digital signal
monitor and a relay controller, both are commercial units which communicate with the laptop via USB
ports. The AutoTrack program which controls these units is about 2000 lines of Visual Basic code and
reads an external text file containing any parameters which may need to be changed or “tweaked” in
the future without the need to recompile the program.

One disadvantage of the system is that is tied into the version of CdC installed on the laptop in the 24”
dome. This version works well but is now out-of-date, but it cannot be upgraded as the later versions
do not support the telescope mount controller driver we use. As it seems that we will not get any
updates to the mount driver we cannot change the CdC version.
The training manual for AutoTrak is available for members on the HAG website and there is a technical
manual, with a more detailed description of the hardware with circuit diagrams, in the technical section
of the HAG dropbox (which has restricted access).
Reference:
DOME PREDICTIONS FOR AN EQUATORIAL TELESCOPE
Patrick Wallace, Tpoint Consulting UK
2017 June 10
Search link: http://www.tpointsw.uk/edome.pdf
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Comet NeoWise and Me
Like a lot of people, I was excited to hear about the arrival of Comet
Neowise in our northern skies. Hale-Bopp was spectacular, but in 1997 I
had neither the time nor the equipment to capture its glory on film. This time,
I hoped things might be different.
I first heard about Neowise in early June and immediately searched the 3D
solar system simulator on Skylive.com. I discovered on 29 th June it would
cross the plane of the ecliptic at an angle of 129 degrees. The size of this
figure reflected its origin. It had formed in the spherical Oort cloud in the icy
reaches of our solar system and there was no reason its orbit would match
our planetary plane. It was a long period comet and would not return for
thousands of years.

Many experts had not been optimistic that Neowise would survive its
passage around the sun. However, to the delight of millions, it was fizzing
even more brightly as it passed perihelion on 3 rd July, 43m kilometres from our star, and headed back
towards the orbit of Mercury. By now the comet was travelling at about 65km/s, about twice the speed of
our Earth. As July progressed, it was forecast to pass beyond Mercury’s orbit on 21st and reach
opposition with our planet on 23rd, at which point it would still be 103m kilometres distant.
Earlier in the month, a good friend to the HAG, the broadcaster Pete Lawrence, tweeted a helpful guide
to tracking Neowise across the sky. Just like Mercury, it would appear at its highest elevation just after
sunset and just before sunrise. As July progressed, it would gradually climb as it passed above the
ecliptic. Other things being equal, peak viewing should therefore be later in the month when the comet
would move into a darker area of the sky, less washed out by the sun’s rays and closer to the Earth.
However, other things were not equal. All comets gradually dim as they leave the sun behind and
outgassing reduces. It would be foolish to expect Neowise would not do the same and even though
viewing would be difficult, I needed to make the most of the early weeks of summer.
Since the length of Neowise’s tail had already become apparent from telescopes, my plans began to
crystallise. I decided to leave close-up imaging to the experts and I would concentrate on wider fields
and landscapes instead. My requirements were simple. An unobstructed view to the north, an interesting
foreground and, of course, dark skies. Pete’s guide confirmed that in the first half of the month, the
comet would be easier to see before sunrise as it would have lifted into a darker part of the sky.
The weather forecast was promising for the nights of 10 th, 11th and 12th July. The website
clearoutside.com suggested minimal clouds and no wind on the first night and that sounded perfect. I live
in the market town of Petersfield and after the local highways authority replaced all the street lights a few
years ago, the skies are fairly dark. There is a large lake on the nearby heath which offers good views to
the north and I hoped I would see the comet reflected in its still waters. I planned to spend some time
there and then I would make the short drive to Harting Down, where I thought the Vandalian folly on
Tower Hill would make an interesting foreground.
On the evening of 10th July, I prepared my kit. Along with my camera, tripod and lenses, I made sure I
had also packed a shutter release cable and a powerful hand torch. In addition, I had thrown in my iPad
in case the comet was harder to spot than I hoped, since it had both Pete’s useful visibility matrix and a
planetarium app.
I had discovered sunrise was at 0455 and astronomical twilight ended as early 0306, so I knew I only
had an hour-long viewing window from about 0150. Any earlier and Neowise would be too low and
washed out by the midsummer glow. In that light, I set my alarm for 0130 and grabbed a few hours kip.
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After a short drive to the lake, it wasn’t long before I was walking along the newly refurbished southern
boardwalk. I had wondered if there might be other enthusiasts with the same idea, but I seemed to be
the only soul around.

As I progressed, the glow from the adjacent street lamp diminished and the low northern sky became
less obstructed by trees. I could feel my heart beating faster and although my eyes had not had time to
adjust to the low light levels, the comet suddenly appeared beyond a copse, even brighter than I had
hoped. I shouted in excitement and startled an Egyptian goose which flew to the west in alarm and
agitated several of its neighbours.
I groaned with embarrassment and allowed myself only a few seconds to admire our icy visitor before
hurriedly setting up my equipment. I had no time to waste. Not only would the sky start to lighten in less
than an hour, but I had also spotted low cloud moving in from the south.
I had already fitted a 28mm-105mm lens to my Canon 7D and when I flexed it to 45mm, it seemed to
capture what I needed. The comet’s reflection was good, but not perfect. I had forgotten the resident
wildfowl would still be active at night and they persisted in making small ripples. However, pockets of
mist made an interesting foreground and no cars spoiled the view.
After experimenting with exposures, it seemed that 15 seconds and ISO 1000 was best. The minimal
star trailing at that speed was a price worth paying to reduce the graininess of the foreground.
Unfortunately, my lens was a fairly slow f5.6. At the light levels by the lake it was tolerable, but I knew I
would suffer in darker locations.
I eventually checked my watch and realised I had lingered too long. It was already 1505 and I needed
to head off to Harting before it was too late. However, I was pleased with the images I had captured
and knew it would only take ten minutes to get to the Downs. Once I’d parked, it turned out I had
underestimated how long it would take me to walk to the base of the ruined folly without trespassing on
private land. It was 1545 when I finally arrived and the sky had already significantly brightened. The
comet was still visible but it was not nearly as impressive. However, in compensation there was a
magnificent display of noctilucent clouds to the north west. I had never seen such an exhibition and
guessed observers further west might have been fortunate enough to capture both Neowise and the
high-altitude clouds in a single image.
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Over the next couple of nights, I returned to the same locations, trying to make the most of the clear
skies. I managed to get some good shots of the comet next to the Valerian tower earlier in the night and
I also drove down to Idsworth church where I was probably just a little late to get the best images.
After that, the weather forecast promised only one more clear night on 16 th July before I was due to
disappear on holiday to Cornwall. I decided to be a bit more ambitious and planned a night trip to
Stonehenge. By then, the comet would have climbed high enough in the sky that I should be able to
see Neowise all night long. The flat local terrain meant it would always be at least a few degrees above
the horizon.
However, I guessed access would not be easy. I had driven past the site on the A303 enough times to
know the stones were about 800 metres north of the road and I doubted if security would allow me to
get any closer. Google maps showed me there were a couple of rough tracks near the site where I
should be able to park, although the nearer was quite small and would likely be clogged if others had
the same idea.
At 2300, Stonehenge is a dark place, even at the height of summer. Cars and lorries are infrequent and
there is no artificial light. I parked along the more distant track which was deserted and walked round
the boundary fence in a clockwise direction. Neowise was surprisingly high, but still faint in the civil
twilight.
I came across a security guard who, although pleased to learn about the comet, would not let me onto
the site. After another kilometre, I reached the A303 again and realised my only option was to walk
along the boundary verge. It was over a metre high and the same distance from the road, so was safe
enough.
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I guessed I had to walk about 400 metres before the comet would be visible above the stones. I had got
about halfway when I saw a brief flash of a torch and realised, I was not going to be alone. A few
minutes later I came across a group of about fifteen enthusiasts who were spread sixty metres along
the verge. It was now 2345 and well into astronomical twilight and everybody was clicking away. I
wondered where they had all come from, but it was obviously not the time to find out.

I found a decent spot and got down to business. A 50mm field of view seemed about right, but I was
disappointed to discover I had to push the film speed to ISO 4000 to adequately expose the stones and
avoid star trailing. After every shot I was surprised to find I also had to wipe dew from my lens, even
though the temperature was 13C. The stones were too far away for any effective light washing with
torches. However, the occasional westbound lorry performed the task as they swept round a slight
bend a kilometre away.
I stayed there until about 0230 with a few hardy souls. I discovered some of my neighbours had
travelled as far as Hadrian’s Wall in their search for good images, whilst others were locals, struggling
with i-Phones to get any sort of picture. One of the things we had in common was our mutual irritation
whenever a security guard patrolled the stones. Each time he shone his powerful torch, it ruined our
shots. When it was occasionally pointed in our direction, we made sure he knew just how much we
appreciated his thoughtfulness and company.
By now I had accumulated quite a sleep deficit. I was still doing a full day’s work at home after my
nocturnal wanderings and really needed a break. My wife and I planned to walk some of the SW Coast
path and had booked a Cornish cottage on the Lizard Peninsula from 18 th July. However, I had one
remaining comet ambition. Goonhilly Earth Station was only six kilometres away and I thought it would
be fun to get a picture of Neowise next to one of the huge dish antennas. The site is on a nature
reserve which means one can get surprisingly close to some of the dishes.
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A quick reconnaissance identified a likely candidate. Antenna GHY-6, known locally as Merlin, was
positioned just right. Coincidentally, after an upgrade next year, this 32-metre monster is due to
become the world’s first private deep space antenna, so its credentials were impeccable!

The night of the 20th July looked promising and once again there wasn’t a soul around at 1230 when I
arrived. The antenna was about 500 metres from the small nature reserve car park and the exercise
was pretty straight forward. A convenient shrub hid most of the artificial light from the administrative
centre and I was able to light wash the dish with my torch. When I first saw the comet, it was a second
magnitude object, not far from Capella, but it had now faded slightly to about magnitude three and it
had drifted westwards into Ursa Major. However, the skies were dark enough for it to still look splendid
and since I had been able to illuminate the antenna, I could push the ISO to 6400 without worrying the
antenna would be too grainy.
At about 0130 I decided my cometary adventures were over. It had been a good companion for a
couple of weeks, but I had seen the best of it and as it was not due to return for about 6,700 years, I
wished it bon voyage.
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Carol Bryan

An Alphabet of Astronomers
Georges Henri Joseph Édouard Lemaître,
17 July 1894 – 20 June 1966
His early life

Georges Henri Joseph Édouard Lemaître was
born on July 17, 1894 in the city of Charleroi,
Belgium, the eldest of four children. His father
was Joseph Lemaître, a lawyer. His parents
were devout Roman Catholics, and at the age
of nine, Georges announced that he wanted to
become a priest.
The following year, he
enrolled at the Jesuit High School of the
Sacred Heart in Charleroi, where he excelled in
chemistry, physics, and mathematics.
In 1910, Georges’ family moved to Brussels. Georges, now aged 16,
enrolled at the College Saint Michel. It was here that his abilities in
mathematics and physical sciences were noticed. Georges still liked the
idea of becoming a priest, but decided to study engineering rather than
theology. In July 1913, he was awarded a diploma in engineering and
started training as a mining engineer.

Figure 1
Georges Lemaître
Image from Wikipedia

In 1914, his studies were interrupted for the duration of World War I. At the end of the war, he received
the Belgian War Cross with palms. [1]
After the war, he studied physics and mathematics. He obtained his doctorate in 1920, later becoming a
professor of physics. He also prepared for the diocesan priesthood and was ordained in September
1923. He followed these dual professions throughout his life.

His Scientific Career
The Recession of nearby Galaxies and an Expanding Universe.
The Big Bang theory predicts the expansion of the observable universe. In 1927, [2] Georges Lemaître
had a big idea. He said that: a very long time ago, the universe started as just a single point and it
stretched and expanded to get as big as it is now, and that it could keep on stretching. (NASA Science).
Lemaitre described it as “the origin of the universe”. It was in a paper by Lemaître, in 1931 [3], that this
idea first appeared. He called it the "hypothesis of the primeval atom", later calling it "the beginning of
the world". At this time, Einstein refused to accept that the universe was expanding, commenting "Vos
calculs sont corrects, mais votre physique est abominable" ("Your calculations are correct, but your
physics is atrocious").
This theory is now accepted by the majority of astronomers today. “To this very day, there is no other
model that is both consistent with General Relativity and explains the Hubble expansion of the Universe,
the abundances of the light elements and the existence and properties of the cosmic microwave
background; the Big Bang is the only one." [3] However, three annoying problems remain: Horizon,
Flatness and Monopole. I shan’t go any further with these as it would detract from the subject of this
article.
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Lemaître was the first to propose that the recession of nearby galaxies can be explained by an
expanding universe. [4] Expanding models of the universe had been considered earlier, notably by the
Dutch astronomer Willem de Sitter; mathematician, astronomer, and cosmologist. However, many of
the scientific community of the 1930s were very sceptical and uncomfortable with the idea of an
expanding universe.

Three years Later, Lemaître published an article in a virtually unnoticed paper, providing a compelling
solution to the equations of General Relativity relating to an expanding universe. Unknown to Lemaître,
this solution had already been derived by Alexander Friedmann in 1922. However, Friedmann was
principally interested in the mathematics of many idealized solutions. He decided not to pursue the
possibility that one of them might be describing the physical universe. In contrast, Lemaître pursued
the problem of cosmology from a physical point of view. He realised that the observations were only
then beginning to suggest his prediction: the expansion of the real universe of galaxies.

He was the first to derive "Hubble's Law". [5]

Figure 2.

Credit: Edwin Hubble, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,
vol. 15 no. 3, pp.168-173

Lemaître’s findings were observationally confirmed soon afterwards by Edwin Hubble. In an electronic
vote on 26 October 2018, the International Astronomical Union agreed by a majority vote to re-name
the law: The Hubble-Lemaître Law.
Lemaître also published the first observational estimation of the Hubble constant in 1927, two years
before Hubble's article. His estimation was 625 km/s/Mpc, reasonably close to Hubble's value of 500
km/s/Mpc. This value has been continuously refined with the advent of more advanced observations.
(The latest estimation comes from the Planck data, Figure 3.
The European Space Agency’s Planck telescope mapped the entire Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) sky from 2009 to 2013 with unprecedented precision, and “its observations are considered the
gold standard of CMB cosmology” [6].
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Figure 3. Planck data credit: ESA
The Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) data (67.6 km/s/Mpc) now support Planck’s findings (67.4
km/s/Mpc) for the Hubble constant.
However, the discussion and research continue!

His Final Years
In the intervening years, Lemaître continued to pursue his dual interests of cosmology and the
priesthood. He died on 20 June 1966, shortly after having learned of the discovery of the cosmic
microwave background radiation, which provided further evidence for his proposal about the birth of the
universe
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Van Gogh’s Starry Night
Mention the famous artist who mutilated one of his ears and just about
everybody will know you mean, Vincent van Gogh, the troubled and
ultimately tragic painter who teetered on the brink twixt genius and insanity.
“But what has this got to do with astronomy?”, I hear you ask. The answer
is, ‘The Starry Night’, perhaps van Gogh’s most famous painting.
During the mid-19th century, the invention and rapid development of
photography brought about a fundamental change in art.
Before
photography the only means of visually recording a subject was through art,
the artist depicting the subject as realistically as possible. From around the
1860’s however, it became possible to acquire exact likenesses in
photographs much faster and cheaper than in paintings. Artists were no
longer under any obligation to present subjects accurately, now they could
introduce emotion into art and express how the subject made them feel.

Vincent van Gogh was born in the Netherlands in 1853. From the outset he was of a quiet, solitary
disposition, and throughout most of his life was troubled by bouts of physical and mental ill-health.
Originally an art dealer and then a missionary, van Gogh turned to painting in the early 1880’s until the
end of his tragically short life in 1890, age 37, succumbing to a self-inflicted gunshot wound.

Van Gogh was a post-Impressionist, a movement that arose in France during the 1870’s as a
development of, as the name suggests, the Impressionist movement which emphasised the accurate
depiction of light. Post-Impressionism is characterized by the use of vivid colours, thick application of
paint and the expression of motion.

Van Gogh - Self Portrait
Image Credit: Raw Pixel
In mid-June 1889, van Gogh observed the night sky very early one morning from his room in an
asylum near Saint-Rémy in southern France. The Starry Night was painted a short time after his
observations and is probably based on sketches made while observing. The painting is oil on canvas
and a little less than a metre on the longest side, displayed today in the Museum of Modern Art in New
York City.
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Take a look at the image of the painting shown in this article and have a think how and where it leads
your eye. Slightly above the centre is a prominent swirl effect, expressing a dramatic, turbulent sky,
surrounded by a brilliant crescent Moon and stars. We know that at the time of van Gogh’s
observations, he would have actually seen a waning gibbous Moon and although he depicts an
exaggerated crescent phase, it is nonetheless correct in showing the curve of the crescent facing the
eastern horizon. The bright ‘star’ near the horizon, just to the right of the cypress tree, is known to be
the planet Venus. The positions of the stars shown do not seem to match those of actual stars.

The Starry Night
Image Credit: Raw Pixel

The eye is next drawn to the cypress tree at the left of the composition, linking heaven and earth,
leading to a peaceful, sleepy village slumbering beneath the dynamic sky. The church spire in the
centre of the village then points us back heavenwards. The composition is executed mainly in bold
strokes of vivid blue, white and yellow, plus green and brown with a tiny amount of red.
Van Gogh was active as a painter for barely a decade yet he was incredibly prolific, producing several
hundred works during that period. The Starry Night is perhaps his most famous masterpiece, which
has since found its way onto all kinds of merchandise including soft furnishings, clothing, ceramics and,
in the present pandemic, even face masks. A final thought to leave you with, the Starry Night could
well be the first time ever in history where the background of a painting is the subject, dominating the
rest of the composition. Van Gogh was a genius painter with a sense of wonder about the universe and
perhaps a touch of the astronomer too.
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Observing Exoplanets
Observe Exoplanets at Hampshire Astronomical Group and
support ESA’s exoplanet mission Ariel
We have been observing Exoplanets at Hampshire Astronomical Group for
over ten years now, and for most of that time under the expert guidance of
our late dear friend, David Harris.
This has included observations not only for personal research, but also to
support 22 University of Portsmouth Students in their final year projects.
Just over a year ago we became aware of the ExoClock project, which
encourages amateur astronomers to observe exoplanets, upload the light
curve data, and support the ARIEL space mission by keeping the
ephemerides of these exoplanets up to date.
See https://www.exoclock.space/ for details about how you can become

involved in the project.
ARIEL, the Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanet Large-survey will study the composition
of exoplanets, how they formed and how they evolved, by surveying a diverse sample of about 1000
extrasolar planets, simultaneously in visible and infrared wavelengths. For this technique to be as
efficient as possible it is necessary to have a good knowledge of each exoplanet's expected transit
time and to monitor the stellar variability of the host stars. The ARIEL Ephemerides Working Group is
responsible for keeping this information up-to-date and this is where small and medium-scale
telescopes can contribute significantly and make a difference, through the ExoClock project.
Ariel follows on from a number of distinguished dedicated exoplanet missions:
•
•
•
•
•

CoRoT (CNES-led Convection, Rotation and planetary Transits mission) which launched in 2006
NASA’s 2009 Kepler mission
Tess, NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite, launched in April 2018
Cheops, the CHaracterising ExOPlanet Satellite, launched in December 2019
Plato, the PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars mission, due for launch in 2026

Figure 1: Exoplanet mission timeline - ©ESA
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Ariel is scheduled for launch in 2029, and it was announced on 12 th November 2020 that the mission
has moved from study to implementation phase.
https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Ariel_moves_from_blueprint_to_reality

Using the telescopes available to us on Earth we cannot see exoplanets but only the stars that host
them. This is because exoplanets are so far away, very small compared to their host stars, relatively
close to their stars and much dimmer. However, when an exoplanet is passing in front of its host star,
the light from the star dims by a very small but measurable amount. The picture below shows an
exoplanet, while passing in front of its host star and the drop in the light of the star.

Figure 2: Exoplanet transiting its host star with resulting light curve (www.exoworldspies.com)
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To support the collection of exoplanet transit light curve data, the ExoClock project team have developed a Python based software package, HOPS (HOlomon Photometric Software), which will take the
raw fits images of the host star, apply the calibration frames, align the images, carry out photometry
and fit the data to a light curve.
Instructions for downloading, installing and using this package can be found at:
https://www.exoworldsspies.com/en/software
The most recent exoplanet transit observed at Clanfield was HAT-P-53b (MagR 13.297) on 4th
November 2020, using the Group’s Starlight Xpress SX-46 CCD camera on the 24 inch RitcheyChrétien.
The observation comprised 106 frames, each of 120 seconds duration taken through a red filter and
binned 2x2, together with 12 bias, 12 dark and 31 flat calibration frames. The session started at 17:50
UT and ran for 4¼ hours until 22:06. The images were processed through HOPS to give the following
result:

This shows that the observed transit is 2.2 minutes later than that calculated from the currently stored
ephemeris. The transit depth indicates that the exoplanet is 0.11611 of the stellar radius.
The Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia (www.exoplanet.eu) gives the radius of the star to be
1.209 ( -0.081 +0.062 ) RSun so the radius of the planet can be estimated to be approximately 0.1195 R Sun
which is equivalent to 1.366 times the radius of Jupiter - the Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia quotes
the radius of HAT-P-53b as 1.318 ( -0.091 +0.091 ) RJ.
The semi-major axis of the planet’s orbit is 0.03158 AU (the orbit of mercury is 0.3871 AU), so HAT-P53b is very close to its star, which is similar in temperature to our sun. Definitely a Hot Jupiter.
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Because the variations in magnitude are so small, the 24 inch Ritchey-Chrétien is the best telescope
that we have for capturing exoplanet transits and the light curves that we have observed for the last two
University of Portsmouth projects using the Moravian G4-9000 camera have been reprocessed through
HOPS and loaded to the ExoClock database - Wasp-43b (MagR 12.08) and Wasp-52b (MagR 12.03)

Figure 3: Wasp-43b observed on 17th February 2020 - 30 seconds Rc filter

Figure 4: Wasp-52b observed on 26th October 2018 - 30 seconds Rc filter
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The only other telescope to have been used for exoplanet observation is the 12 inch Meade – Wasp26b (MagR 10.99), but despite a lower magnitude, the results were not as good as those obtained with
the 24 inch.

Figure 5: Wasp-26b observed with 12" Meade using SX-46 camera on 27th October 2017 - 60 seconds R filter

Further attempts will be made to capture exoplanet transits on the 12 inch Meade and also the 16 inch,
which should also be suitable.
The ExoClock database shows a number of transits that have been very successfully captured on 8
inch telescopes, although my many attempts with an 8 inch Celestron at home during lockdown have
been disappointing.
If you would like to try observing exoplanets, I recommend that you view the EPSC2020 video
mentioned above www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LVpcjij6oE

See also “Citizen Scientist Participation in Transiting Exoplanet Science” https://vimeo.com/457762665
Take a look at the ExoClock website https://www.exoclock.space/
Download and install the software https://exoworldsspies.com/software
If you encounter problems installing the software, you may find Appendix A of the following document
useful https://britastro.org/sites/default/files/ARIEL%20Space%20Mission%20V6.1.pdf
And if you are trained on the 24 inch and familiar with the group’s CCD cameras start observing or join
me or anyone else when we are observing an exoplanet.
Or even try it on your own telescope at home.
Another good resource is the BAA Exoplanet page https://britastro.org/section_front/15474
If you want to know more about the BAA Exoplanet division, please contact Roger Dymock.
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Hunting Outbursting Young Stars (HOYS)
by Lead Member Tim Nelson
I have been asked to produce a regular update on this project for each
edition of the Hampshire Sky. To this end I have produced an introduction
for this edition and will give updates on the Latest Targets, uploaded and
processed data, and a couple of the light curves of stars of interest for each
subsequent edition. I hope you enjoy this look into Citizen's Science.
Introduction
This is a Citizen Science Project run by the University of Kent and aims to
observe nearby, young star clusters and star forming regions visible from
the northern hemisphere to study the variable brightness of these forming
young stars. The target list currently contains 9 young clusters visible in the
winter and 8 targets for the summer skies. The project will run for about 20
years to obtain long term results, however shorter time magnitude
fluctuations have already been seen from the data so far collected (See
below).

Ideally the project would like to have an image of all visible targets every day of the year. The need for
as many Observatories/Clubs/Individuals to take images will reduce the problems of cloudy skies over
parts of the country. The premise is, if there are observers all over the country at least one site might
have clear skies on any given night for images to be taken, hence the involvement of us here at the
Hampshire Astronomical Group.
HAG are regular contributors to this Citizen Science Project making over 2000 accepted images.
Members forward their images of the targets taken with either the Group’s telescopes and camera
equipment, or using their own telescopes from their home locations. These are added to the Kent
University Database for subsequent analysis by PhD students, and some results have already been
published in scientific papers and Journals. The latest with Group input was for V1490Cyg published in
early 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05570
As of November 2020 the project has processed nearly 150 million brightness measurements in their
database from over 33,000 processed images. Indeed the 30,000th image was uploaded by one of our
members in September 2020. A proportion of this data was submitted by HAG members.
Here is just one result of recent observations. This is the area around the star V2492Cyg in the Pelican
Nebula in the constellation of Cygnus the Swan. The image on the right was taken in October 2018, and
on the left in February 2019. As can be seen the star faded by more than 5 magnitude, most likely due
to dust in the circumstellar disk from which the young star has formed, moving between the star and us
here on earth.

More information
at
https://hoys.space/
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Current Targets of Interest
We are currently in the middle of the Winter Period. The majority of the listed targets are in or around
the Constellation of Orion. Of special interest for this season are:
NC2264

From October 1st we have started to monitor the object KH15D near NGC2264 the Christmas Tree
Cluster in all filters including H-alpha if this is possible.
Sigma Ori
HOYS is taking part in providing ground based follow up for the ULLYSES legacy program of the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST). This program will use 1000 HST orbits to observe spectra of young
stars in the ultra-violet - an ability Astronomy will lose when the HST is retired.

All target stars for the program can be found on the project website. Three of these targets are already
in one of our fields - the SigmaOri cluster (target 005). These are the objects SO518 (V505 Ori),
SO583 (TX Ori), and SO1153 (V510 Ori). HOYS would like to encourage everyone to observe those
targets each night in all filters (B,V,R,I,Ha and U if you have) to provide optical broadband photometry
for those objects. These are needed to put the UV spectra into context as all those sources are highly
variable.
Latest Data as of 10 Nov 2020

HOYS have now collected over 33800 images and stored about 150 million brightness measurements
in the database.
Latest Light Curve of interest

This is an image of the Pelican Nebula star forming region in Cygnus. The inset shows six weeks of
the light curve of the young star V1490Cyg. It shows semi-periodic dips in brightness due to
occultations by its warped inner accretion disk. This warp is most likely caused by a protoplanet.
I hope you have found this of interest, if you are interested in contributing to the project, then please
visit the website. https://hoys.space/
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A HOYS Participant Perspective
A Historic Day
History was made on 14 September 2020 when Phosphine gas (indicating
the possibility of life) was found in the atmosphere of Venus and the HOYS
Citizens Science Project had its 30,000 th image uploaded and processed
into its database.
The image was of IC5146 (The Cocoon Nebula, see Steve Futcher's image
below) with many stars of interest and was taken by me in the Blue filter.
My images are usually taken at the Observatory but owing to the Covid
pandemic and the closure, except for a few hardy observers, the image was
taken from the Horndean Observatory (my back garden). The Group has
several members who contribute to the HOYS project and between us we
have uploaded over 2000 images. This means the Group has uploaded the
third most images to the project to date.

To try and get as many images as possible I use my own single shot colour (SSC) cameras, a Canon
EOS 600D (Mod) DSLR and an Altair 183C Cooled CMOS camera. At the Observatory, I mainly use the
Altair camera with the President's 12 inch Newtonian telescope, however owing to Covid, I have been
using my own Skywatcher EQ5 Pro mount with a Skywatcher 127mm Skymax telescope and the Canon
DSLR. It was with this rig that the 30,000th image was taken.
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My garden is a Class 4 Bortle site despite being in the middle of a housing estate. Because of my
location I usually use the mount unguided and take short 60s exposures to avoid the light pollution and
to keep image losses to a minimum. I had taken 20 subs but lost one to an aircraft trail giving a total
exposure of 1140s on the evening of September 12 th 2020. Settings were for a Focal Length of
1526mm, @ ISO 1600. The images were pre-processed with 30 Bias, 30 Dark and 20 Flat calibration
frames in PixInsight.

Once done the individual Red, Green and Blue channels were extracted and uploaded to the database
on September 14th. I was pleased and honoured to have been informed by Dirk Froebrich the Project
leader, that I had uploaded the 30,000th image. The historic image was the Blue channel and was my
1,353rd image uploaded to the site since starting with the project in 2018. I hope to continue
contributing to the project for as long as possible and keep adding to the database. I also enjoy seeing
the regularly published analysis graphs showing the brightening and dimming of the target stars and
hope to become more involved in my own analysis in due course. This further information can be found
at:- https://hoys.space/
I have always been interested in Astronomy and the stars but became familiar with named bright stars
in both the northern and southern hemispheres, which were used for pre GPS Astro Navigation at sea
in a previous incarnation as a Royal Naval Officer.
I joined HAG in December 2001 and became interested in Astro photography. After some tuition from
the likes of Simon Downes, Steve Futcher and Steve Broadbent, my ability improved and this has stood
me in good stead for the HOYS project, I am now the Group’s imaging representative on the
committee, so if you need any assistance or advice I will try and help out. After several years of
imaging I was looking for something else from Astronomy and in 2018 our Chairman, Steve Broadbent,
put out a challenge for the Group to become more involved with doing “actual science”. The Group has
already assisted students from Portsmouth University in the Cosmology and Maths departments with
PhD projects looking at binary star systems, exo-planets and spectroscopy, but this seemed very
involved for an ex simple sailor. I was pointed to the then HOYS-CAPS Citizen Science Project run by
Dr. Dirk Froebrich from the University of Kent and found this online. This was exactly what I was
looking for, so I registered and thus began my involvement with the project.
After a few teething problems, soon resolved by Dirk, myself, Steve Futcher and Barry Merrikin, took up
the challenge of providing images for the HOYS project. To date we have uploaded over 2,000 images.

The images have been taken mainly with the 7" and the 12" Newtonian and Meade telescopes at the
Observatory although any instrument could be used. The Club’s SX46 and DSLRs are the main
cameras used to date for taking the images as either individual filter or one shot colour files. Recently
the use of own equipment from individual’s homes have helped maintain a steady flow of uploaded
images using different equipments. Anyone else who are interested can get information from this web
address or by contacting me. https://hoys.space/
I really enjoy taking the images and try to take as many targets as possible each night. Using the SSC
camera and taking 20 x 1 minute subs each target has up to 20 minutes exposure often reduced by
aircraft, satellite trails, security lights and cloud. I have found this gives me the opportunity to take up to
8 targets a night and also to get some sleep. However, all images are of great value to the project.
The images need minimal processing just the use of Darks and Flat calibration frames prior to
uploading in the FITs format. My processing is done by PixInsight usually the following day, and
uploaded to the Database, although any processing method can be used. Once uploaded Dirk and his
team of PhD students look at the data and investigate the brightening and dimming of any target stars
of interest.
Earlier this year the three active members were also privileged to be a co-contributor (having uploaded
several images) and co-author to the published paper on:
“A survey for variable young stars with small telescopes: II – mapping a protoplanetary disc with stable
structures at 0.15 au”
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This is also available to read at this hyperlink. https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05570
I think this meets the Chairman’s challenge to be involved with real science.

17 October 2020

Useful Websites
Free Virtual Moon Atlas
Find your way around the moon with this freebee?
http://astrosurf.com/avl/UK_index.html
NASA Astronomy picture of the day
http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/archivepix.html
A good site for looking up sunspots and solar activity
http://spaceweather.com/
Why not visit
The South Downs Planetarium based in Chichester?
http://www.southdowns.org.uk/
Why not visit
Winchester Science Centre & Planetarium Winchester
https://www.winchestersciencecentre.org/
Find out when you can see the ISS or Starlink Satellites
flying over your home
https://www.heavens-above.com/
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A look back at the meteors captured between
July and October 2020.
Introduction:
My first meteor report for September's Hampshire Sky covered the first 6
months of 2020, and it was my intention to follow it up with the inspiringly
titled “A look back at the meteors captured in the second half of 2020”.
Unfortunately for me, the publishing schedule has changed, no longer
aligning with the major meteor showers, so this will be a shortened article,
hence the rather odd title.
By the time you get to read this, you will already be aware of how the
Leonids went in November and whether or not the 2020 Geminids in
December lived up to expectations!

By the time we come to the edition after that, we will be the victims of
meteor seasonality; as we'll be focussing on meteors captured between
March and June, we'll likely begin with “...there weren't many meteors between March and June....”. So,
maybe I will use that edition to discuss why the meteor numbers are so much less during these months.
But for now, let's look back over the last 4 months to see exactly what has been happening.
So to July…

July
The UK came slowly out of lockdown and the skies were good – excellent weather and very few aircraft
to trigger the cameras.
July did deliver a significant number of meteors, with 603 spread across many of the recognised showers
including more than ten percent (68) of the total coming from the Zeta Cassiopeiids. Among the rest
were 19 early Perseids – their peak is in mid-August.

In total the three cameras actually captured 3,141 videos, with about as many bats, flying insects and
spiders as meteors. So, the good news was that the number of meteors was picking up, as expected,
but the wildlife was now starting to party!
There were a couple of brighter meteors detected although only one actually looked the part. That was a
magnitude -4.2 Beta Cassiopeiid captured by the SE camera on the 18 th July just after 23:30, its final
explosion lighting up the light cloud cover:
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Other than that, the most interesting captures were wildlife related. In one a spider was removed from
the camera lens by a passing bird, and a couple of others showed flights of geese at sunrise, neither of
which, unfortunately, work well as a still image.
August

The month of the Perseids – usually. This year the peak nights were more or less clouded out although,
on nights before and after the peak, we did capture 222 of them, and a further 30 of those Zeta
Cassiopeiids. So, it is always worth while watching the skies on the nights surrounding this famous
shower.
Eleven of the detected meteors were calculated by our software to be brighter than magnitude -3,
although only one was brighter than -4 (the accepted definition of a fireball). For those that may not
know, magnitudes are measured on a logarithmic scale (just like earthquakes!) and a difference of one
on this scale represents a change in brightness by a factor of around 2.52 (a difference of 5 represents a
100 fold change, precisely).
The brightest one then, was this one, a magnitude -4.7 Beta Cassiopeiid captured by the NE camera just
before midnight on 21st August. At first glance I thought it was just a bright flash from an aircraft or a
satellite, but playing the video it is clear that it is a meteor arriving almost head on with a bright terminal
explosion:

The only other meteor worthy of note from this month's batch was the following Perseid from the NW
camera in the early hours of August 12 th. It has a nice terminal explosion although it was only calculated
to be of magnitude -3:
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Among the month's clips of interest there were several caused by cosmic rays hitting the camera chip.
This one, with two parallel flashes that only appear on a single frame of the video, is arguable the best:

September
There was a fairly steady flow of meteors this month, spread across quite a number of showers, but
nothing too exciting in terms of numbers, the best being 44 September Perseids and just over a
hundred Aurigids of differing flavours. (Although there are just 112 “established” meteor showers that
all authorities agree on, there are many hundreds more than some experts believe they have identified
in the data over years of observing. This means there are often several with similar names since they
appear to originate from different areas within the same constellations. So, for the Aurigids, as well as
the recognised shower [206 AUR] across the year, there are a further 19 showers from the same
constellation in the catalogue that we use to analyse our data, and four of them contributed to our
September count).
However, the highlight of the month had to be the observation of an Earth Grazer in the early hours of
22nd September. It was a bit of a slow burner in terms of interest, but when observers in Germany and
the Netherlands showed that it was unusually long, others got interested and checked their cameras.
Our NE camera caught a large part of its track over the UK nicely:
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Preliminary analysis of the UK observations by Alex Pratt of NEMETODE produced the following
ground map:

… but when Denis Vida of the Global Meteor Network (GMN) added in the European observations, it
was clear just how far this particular meteor travelled before heading off back into space. Bear in mind
that these are preliminary results, and we will have to wait a while for the final results to be published in
an academic paper.

Denis also calculated an orbit for the meteoroid which took it out just inside the orbit of Jupiter, i.e. in
the asteroid belt:

Orbit of 23rd Sept 2020 Earth Grazing meteoroid as
Determined by Denis Vida
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October
The skies cleared and we captured 200 Orionids on our cameras this month. The brightest was this
magnitude 3 example which was captured by our NW camera on the morning of 26 th October:

A few days earlier, on the morning of 23 rd, we captured several clips showing some of the latest batch
of Elon Musk's Starlink satellites:

What you need to realise is that these slow moving lights do not normally bother our video cameras, but
if there is something faster passing through the field of view at the same moment (in this case a faint
meteor in the top right corner) then the satellites will also be captured. So, for meteor watchers they
come as an occasional surprise, but they are automatically ignored by our software which means we
don't have the same problems that bedevil astrophotographers.
200 Orionids is actually a substantial percentage of the total of 550 reported to date from across the
UK. This is an amateur hobby and so there are no rules as to when you have to report your
observations, so it is quite possible that others will be forthcoming when individuals find the time to
check their cameras.
However, 550 is sufficient to make it
worthwhile analysing them using some
software developed by our friends in the
UKMON meteor network. The following
chart shows the radiants of matched
observations plotted on the sky:
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The radiant is the point in the sky that the meteor appears to come from, and it is worked out by
triangulating two or more observations of the same meteor. There are obviously less than 550 paired
observations on this chart because some were only captured by a single camera. Even so, there are
sufficient pairs, I hope you agree, to show that they are clustered around a common point
(approximately 97 degrees in right ascension and 16 degrees in declination), which is their “peak”
radiant. If they all followed exactly the same orbit you would expect to see them all coming from the
same point, so this tells us something about how over time they have spread out around their orbit.
Indeed, if you plot the same chart for the Orionids from different years, it would seem that the clustering
itself has a bit of a wobble which is probably down to perturbations of the orbits of the meteoroid
streams by the planets. In truth it is way more complicated than this, but I hope you get the idea that
there is a lot to be learned by watching and recording these fascinating “shooting stars”.
Looking Forward
The final table is provided as a reminder of the two major showers that we can hope to catch sight of
between now and the next edition of Hampshire Sky. Unfortunately, viewing conditions for the peaks of
both are unfavourable:
Start

Finish

Shower Name / IAU number and code

28 Dec
2020

12 Jan
2021

Quadrantids / 010 QUA
Peak date: 3 Jan. at 14:30 UTC. 3rd Quarter Moon on January 6 could
impact viewing conditions around the expected peak date. In any case
this shower has a very short peak (about 4 hours) and so viewing opportunities are not good.
Zenith hourly rate = 120, but can vary between 60 & 200, with an average velocity of 41 km/s.

14 Apr
2021

30 Apr
2021

Lyrids / 006 LYR
Peak date: 22 Apr. at 13:00 UTC (i.e. during daylight hours). Additionally, this is after 1st Quarter Moon and so viewing conditions will be poor
since the moon does not set until 04:12 on 23rd.
Zenith hourly rate = 18, with an average velocity of 49 km/s.

Happy Viewing,
Steve Bosley.
email: vice.chairman@hantsastro.org.uk

You can follow Hampshire Astronomical Group on Facebook by
clicking like on the Clanfield Observatory Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/clanfieldobservatory/

Severe Weather Warnings and the Observatory
Message to Members
Please remember that if we have bad weather the observatory site can become slippery and wet. We
take every possible precaution to ensure your safety, and that includes keeping the website updated
to let you know if the site is not accessible for any reason.
We also need your help to do this, so if you find when you visit the observatory that the conditions
leading up to the site, or on the site itself, are particularly bad, please let one of the committee know
and they will make sure a notice is put on the website for the benefit of our entire membership.
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2019 -2020 Phil Russell Astro Photographic Competition
This competition was introduced in
memory of Phil Russell (right), one of the
Group’s avid astrophotographers in 2015,
initially to produce a calendar to raise
money for the then new 24 inch
telescope. Since then it has become an
annual event for members to show their
images in several categories. This year
there were 61 entries and the competition
was kindly judged by Bob Mizon.

The following images were the winners
and runners-up in each category for the
2019-2020 competition. Thank you to all
who submitted their images for consideration this year and I look
forward to receiving members entries for the 2020-2021 competition
by the end of July 2021.

Deep Sky

Steve Broadbent.
M27 the Dumbbell Nebula in
Vulpecula taken in Portsmouth
with a 250MM F/4.5 Newtonian
Reflector, Canon 700D

Barry Merrikin
NGC 4565 Needle Galaxy in
Coma Berenices taken in Warsash
with WO 110mm f/7 Refractor with
focal reducer, SX694 CCD
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Landscape & Weather

Dave Scanlan.
Comet Neowise
with two astronomers
taken in the New Forest
with a Canon EOS 450D
35mm Lens

Dave Scanlan.
Jupiter & Saturn
Race to the Milky Way
taken in the New Forest with a
Canon EOS 450D 35mm Lens

Moon

Dave Scanlan.
Crater Aristarchus and Environs
Taken at Clanfield Observatory
with the 7" Starfire Refractor,
ZWO ASI 120MC
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Carl Yeo.
The Moon with the ISS approaching
taken from his garden with a
Canon 600D
with Tamron 600mm Zoom lens

Other and Open Category

Melanie Thorne.
Moon over the mountain
taken in Antarctica with a
Nikon D7100 DSLR
with Nikon 70-300mm lens @ f/8

Overall Winning Image
Melanie Thorne.
This image was selected as the
overall winner of the competition
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Peter Goodhew

EGB 4 Nebula in Camelopardis
with Bow Shock Wave .
Taken in Spain with
Twin APM TMB 152 LZOS
Refractors,
Twin QS16120wsg8 Cameras,
10micron GM2000 HPS Mount
Astrodon Filters

Sun & Planets

Tim Nelson
Comet Neowise with Ion tail
taken at Clanfield Observatory
with a Canon 600D(Mod) ,
Sigma 70-300mm Zoom lens
set at 135mm (aperture 24mm @F/5.6)
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John Tarling
The crescent of Venus.
Taken in Havant
with a Meade ETX105 MatCas,
ZWO asi 120MC with Teleview
3x Barlow @f/42

Clanfield Observatory Weather Station
The Weather Station can be viewed by HAG members and the public, to find it go to the HAG website.
The summary page gives an overview of the current weather conditions for the Clanfield Observatory
Sunrise and Sunset times, and information from the Cloud Sensor. Selecting “View Current Weather”
will show the current weather such as temperature, humidity, dew point, wind direction, wind speed,
barometric pressure, rain fall, etc. in more detail. It is also possible to view the weather history for the
past 1 or 3 days, 2 weeks, or 1 month.
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Images from Members of the Public
Comet NEOWISE
Images Credit: © Janette Britton

Comet Neowise over Corfe Castle
Photograph by: Janette Britton
Date taken:17th July 2020
Equipment Used: Nikon D750 Camera with the Nikon 70/200
F2.8 Lens
Description: 11 x 13 sec F2.8 ISO 3200 at 150mm
Stacked in Starry Landscape Stacker.
I arrived way to early for this shot so headed off to the
other side of Corfe to capture the Milky Way then returned for
01:30 to start shooting the Comet as it was in the right
position.

© Janette Britton

© Janette Britton

Comet Neowise over Stonehenge - Photograph by: Janette Britton
Date Taken: 20th July 2020
Equipment Used: Nikon Camera D750 with the Nikon 70/200 F2.8 lens
Description: 14 x 2.5 sec F2.8 ISO 8000 at 95mm Stacked in Starry Landscape Stacker.
So pleased to get this shot as I had to stand on the verge of the A303 which was very hair raising
with all the large lorries going past.
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Images from Members of the Public
Images Credit: © Janette Britton

© Janette Britton

Milky Way over Durdle Door
Photograph by: Janette Britton Date taken: Thursday 14th May 2020
Equipment Used: Nikon D750 camera with the Nikon 14 /24mm lens F2.8 Description: 8 x 13 sec F2.8
ISO 6400 at 24mm for the Sky 1 x 132sec F5.6. ISO 1250 at 24mm for foreground Taken on the
release day of lockdown. I was so lucky to have the beach to myself.

Milky Way over Hiorne Tower Arundel
Photograph by: Janette Britton
Date taken: 16th September 2020
Equipment Used: Nikon D750 with the Nikon 24/70
F2.8 lens. Move Shoot Move Star Tracker.
Description: 1x130sec at F4.5 ISO1000 at 32mm
for the foreground.
4 x Tracked 181 sec at F4.5 ISO 1000 at 32mm
Stacked in Starry Landscape Stacker.

© Janette Britton
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Images from Members of the Public

© Janette Britton

Star trails over Hiorne Tower Arundel - Photograph by: Janette Britton
Date taken:16th September 2020
Equipment Used: Nikon D750 Camera with the 14/24 F2.8 lens
Description: 12 x 187 sec F4 ISO 100 Stacked in Photoshop
This was my second attempt on taking star trails.
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Members Images

Image Credit: © Tim Nelson

© Tim Nelson

NGC457 Owl Cluster in Cassiopeia
Friday, 9 October 2020
Canon600D (Mod) camera with a Skywatcher Skymax 127mm Nominal FL1526mm
on a Skywatcher EQ5 Pro mount with EQMod, Guided.
46 x 60s @ ISO1600, subs (Total light 46mins) combined with 30 Bias and Darks
and 20 Flats taken using APT and processed in PixInsight.
Taken in my back garden in Horndean.
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Members Images
Images Credit: © John Tarling

Mars on 6 November 2020 at
UTC2211
from my back garden in Havant
Meade ETX105
on a Skywatcher EQ3-2 mount.
ZW Optics ASI120MC camera with
Televue 3x Barlow at f/42.0
5003 frame RGB24 AVI video at full
resolution
1948 frames stacked in Registax 5
Cropped down to 640x480 pixels and
processed in PixInsight 1
© John Tarling

Supernova SN2020uxz in
NGC514 in Pisces
on 15 October 2020 at UTC2219
Canon EOS750D at prime focus of
the 7" Starfire refractor at f/9.0
Ten 3 minute JPG subs at
ISO3200
Registered, stacked and
processed in PixInsight 1
NOTE: Suspect light pollution
across image caused by a aircraft
navigation light in one sub!
© John Tarling

NGC1514 in Taurus
(Crystal Ball Nebula)
on
26 October 2020 at UTC2113
Canon EOS750D at prime focus of
7" Starfire refractor at f/9.0
Eighteen 5 minute CR2 raw subs at
ISO3200
Registered, stacked, processed and
cropped to 3000x2000 pixels
in PixInsight 1
© John Tarling
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Members Images

Image Credit: © Graeme King

© Graeme King
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Members Images
Images Credit: © Will Davis

© Will Davis

Jupiter, Saturn conjunction: Unfortunately, my location was clouded out on the actual night of the
conjunction, but it was clear on the previous evening of the 20th December. The image was taken at
dusk using my smartphone held against a Skywatcher 15mm Plossl eyepiece using a Smartphone
holder from Harrison Telescopes. The telescope used was my Revelation Astro 10 inch F4.8
dobsonian. The image isn't very sharp, but shows the two planets in the same field of view and some
of Jupiter's Galilean moons can also be seen. One of my other challenges for the shot was that the
two planets sunk below trees soon afterwards. I had to put my telescope on a wooden garden table to
increase the viewing height!
Although not particularly impressive, the image shows the
potential of smartphone astrophotography and has inspired me to experiment further.

© Will Davis

© Will Davis
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Members Images
Images by © Steve Knight

© Steve Knight

Barnard 33 — The Horsehead Nebula
Image taken through the Slooh Telescope in the Canary Islands

© Steve Knight

M45 Pleiades
Image taken through the Slooh telescope in the Canary Islands
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Members Images

Image Credit: © Richard Judd

© Richard Judd

S10 smart phone clamped to a tripod – one ninth of a second exp
ISO 1250 — 4mm Focal length. — Circle effect in photoshop

Images from the Members and the Public welcomed
If you have an astronomy / space related image you would like us to add
to the May 2021 Edition of the Hampshire Sky please send them to
ezine@hantsastro.org.uk
We look forward to receiving images
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Autumn 2021 Session Timetable
For the most up to date details of events happening at the Observatory please check our
Open Evening & Sun Live and Lecture pages on our website.
Open Evenings - https://hantsastro.org.uk/openevenings/index.php
Sun Live - https://hantsastro.org.uk/solardays/index.php
Lectures at the Clanfield Memorial Hall - https://hantsastro.org.uk/publictalks/index.php
Clanfield Observatory Facebook Page - https://www.facebook.com/clanfieldobservatory

Important Announcement
All Events at the Clanfield Observatory have been Suspended
Coronovirus
Due to the recent lockdown restrictions introduced as a result of the Covid-19 Pandemic,
all major activities both at the observatory and the monthly Clanfield Memorial Hall meetings
have been suspended until April 2021.

Group activities that involve crowds of people at both the observatory and the Memorial Hall,
will remain suspended.
These measures are being closely monitored and we shall introduce activities when we are
in a position to ensure the safety of both members of the Group and members of the public.
We will of course keep you updated via this website and on our Facebook pages.

1st January 2021

Disclaimer: All articles published within Hampshire Sky undergo review to ensure fair balance, objectivity independence and relevance. The
editors of the material herein have consulted sources believed to be reliable in their efforts to provide information that is complete and in accord
with the standards at the time of publication.
In view of the possibility of human error by the authors, editors or publishers of the material contained herein, neither Ham pshire Astronomical
Group nor any other party involved in the preparation of this material warrants that the information contained herein is in every respect
accurate or complete, and they are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such. Readers are
encouraged to confirm the information contained with other sources.
The views expressed in this publication are those of their authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinion or policy of Hampshire
Astronomical Group unless specifically stated.

Cover Photo by Janette Britton
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